Chemotherapy in rectal cancer: variation in utilization and development of an evidence-based benchmark rate of optimal chemotherapy utilization.
Published chemotherapy utilization rates for rectal cancer show considerable variation. Optimal chemotherapy utilization rates can serve as benchmarks to assess the quality of cancer care. The purpose of this study was to determine the optimal proportion of patients with rectal cancer who should receive chemotherapy at least once. An optimal chemotherapy utilization tree was constructed using indications for chemotherapy identified from evidence-based treatment guidelines. Epidemiologic data were merged with treatment indications to calculate an optimal chemotherapy utilization rate; this rate was compared with reported actual rates of chemotherapy utilization. Chemotherapy is indicated at least once in 64% of patients with rectal cancer. Although the actual (Australian and United States data) and optimal utilization rates are comparable for patients presenting in stages II or III rectal cancer, actual utilization rates are higher than the optimal for stage I and lower than optimal for patients presenting in stage IV rectal cancer. Chemotherapy may be under-utilized in the initial management of patients presenting with metastatic rectal cancer.